Beguiled

The Civil War has torn Isabelle Holloways
world apart, and now she has little help to
manage her vast Georgia plantation. But
when the Union Army leaves a brash
Yankee Zouave behind, Isabelle is
inexplicably moved to nurse this gravely
wounded, startlingly beguiling soldier.
Alice OMalley wants nothing more than to
recover from her injuries, don her male
attire, and rejoin the Federal Army. But
after the alluring Southern Belle discovers
her true identity, their clash of wills soon
transforms into passion-filled nights in
each others arms. Alice has been in love
with a woman before, and fears risking
everything for her enemy lover. As war
returns to Isabelles doorstep, Alice
discovers the wounds of the heart are far
more vital to heal than the wounds of the
flesh.

A very feminine movie. Watch it if youre in the mood for men are pigs, sisterhood ya ya kinda movie. Beautifully shot
and well-acted with a director who can Nicole Kidman, Colin Farrell, Kirsten Dunst and Elle Fanning star in Sofia
Coppolas The Beguiled. Read the Empire review. Sofia Coppola, Kirsten Dunst and Elle Fanning on how The Beguiled
re-imagines a macho 70s Clint Eastwood war film into a female-gazeAt a girls school in Virginia during the Civil War,
where the young women have been sheltered But Ive always been fascinated by the sheer excess of 71s Beguiled, in the
ways that its surfeit of lust and scheming somehow lays bare and, in a perverseA well made and exceptionally well
acted film, The Beguiled is an intriguing concept that is helmed expertly and features some great performances, namely
from Sofia Coppolas The Beguileda remake (sort of) of the 1971 Don Siegel/Clint Eastwood filmis full of such
tableaux. The meaning is not The world of Sofia Coppolas The Beguiled, as with so many of her films, is gorgeous but
stifling. Martha Farnsworths Seminary for YoungThe Beguiled is a 2017 American drama film written and directed by
Sofia Coppola, based on the novel of the same name by Thomas P. Cullinan. It stars Colin Dir: Sofia Coppola Starring:
Nicole Kidman, Colin Farrell, Kirsten Dunst, Elle Fanning, Oona Laurence, Angourie Rice, Emma Howard, Addison
When a shirtless Clint Eastwood starred in The Beguiled in 1971 he played a wounded Yankee soldier who finds refuge
from the Civil War onDuring the Civil War, at a Southern girls boarding school, young women take in an injured enemy
soldier. As they provide refuge and tend to his wounds, theDrama Quentin Tarantino and Daniela Pick at an event for
The Beguiled (2017) Nicole Kidman and Elle Fanning at an event for The Beguiled (2017) Elle Fanning in The
Beguiled takes place at a decaying Seminary for Young Ladies in rural Virginia during the height of the Civil War, a
small community - 2 min - Uploaded by Focus FeaturesThe Beguiled is an atmospheric thriller from acclaimed
writer/director Sofia Coppola. The story The Beguiled is a 1971 American Southern Gothic, thriller-drama film directed
by Don Siegel, starring Clint Eastwood and Geraldine Page. The script was written Nicole Kidman as Miss Martha,
Colin Farrell as Corporal McBurney, Elle Fanning as Alicia, and others in Sofia Coppolas The Beguiled, 2017. The
buzz for The Beguiled is well and truly justified. The film is funny and thrilling and wicked, but it also reveals Sofia
Coppolas biggest Intimate danger Colin Farrell and Nicole Kidman in The Beguiled. Photograph: Ben Rothstein. Sofia
Coppola won the directors prize at The most intriguing thing about Sofia Coppolas latest film The Beguiled, out now
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is the fact that she chose to make it at all. The Beguiled
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